Introduction
Because lexJcM analysis takes a conciderable amount of compilation time it is necessary to build fast scanners. Generated scanners were brought into discredit because their lack of efficiency, although finite automata are an appreciated method for generating scanners. Some effort was made to improve the speed of generated scanners. This paper describes the lexic generator of the INDIA system.
Lexical analysis in the INDIA system
The INDIA compiler generator, described in [Albinus86] , is the basis for compiler construction in the INDIA system. It generates tables for all compiler components, which contain the language specific informations. As presented in [At~mann86], the compiler can be viewed as a set of abstract machines associated by tables which contain the abstract instruction codes to control the work. In this way we have a le~ca/machiae (scanner) that reads a sequence of input characters and fits them into a sequence of lex]cal items, the smallest symbols known by the 8yntazticaJ machine (parser) . The 8yrdacticaJ machiac (based on LR(I) respectively LALR(1) mechanism) transforms this sequence of lexical items into a sequence of meta symbols again, and so on. Therefore, we have the following model: The other abstract machines of the compiler (tree constructor, table constructor, reparset, and code generator) are working in the same way. Every abstract machine is controlled by control data including options for list regime, production of test results and so on.
Generation of lexical table
The scanner has to construct the lexical items. There exists two kinds of lexical items, namely lexical items without ~semantid like '<', ':-~ or 'BEGIN', and lexical items with a determined value like identifiers or numbers. We call them termi,~ symbo/~ and pse#dotermi~ symbols, respectively. Keywords (like 'BECIN') are ordinary termi~ symSots from the viewpoint of syntactical analysis. Comments are special psa,/otermim~ symbols. Every lexical item is represented by an item number.
For generating the lexical table it is necessary to describe
• the text (string) of every termin~ symbol and the item number belonging to,
• the syntactical structure of every pse~otermir.~ s~l and the item number belonging to,
• special features for handling of keywords, and
• special features for handling of comments.
The lexic generator transforms the deecrlption of lexical items into an deterministic finite automaton as descrlbed in IAho77] and stores an abstract program, representing the automaton, into the lexical table. Some special features introduced in the next subsections are represented in the automaton.
Defining lexical items
The terminal and pseudoterminat symbols are defined during the generation of the syntactical Keywords are recognized by the property of being terminal symbols containing letters only. All these facts are available for the generation of the lexical table.
Syntactical structure of pseudoterminal symbols
The syntax of pse~doterm/ss/symbols is described by using productions of regular grammars (instead of regular expressions as proposed in [Aho77]). The possibilities of description are derived from Alexis (~i~ssenbeck861) using the INDIA notation.
A typical production is "Real_Number" : :
It defines the syntactical nature of real numbers (in MODULA-2). Elements of a production are simple character literals (like 'E') or previously declared character sets (<Decimal Digit>). Character sets are introduced in section 3.5. A non printable character literal can be written in its octal notation. For example, the character literal 36C stands for the EOL character.
Expressions are built using
• options: [ ('+' I'-') ] (repeat factor 0 or 1)
• optional iterations: [<Decimal Digit>]* (repeat factor O, 1 or any more)
• iterations: [<Decimal Digit>]+ (repeat factor 1 or any more)
It is possible to mark Jredundant" character ]Jterals. These characters will be removed by the sc~Tmer from the string containing the pseudoterminal symbo/. {a) describes removing a character.
Comments
Comments are treated as a special pseudotermiaal symbol The description contains the leading and ending characters of an comment. It is possible to describe the nested structure of comments with the keyword NESTED. This breaks the regularity of the expressions and will be handled in a special way.
The next productions describe nested MODULA-2 comments and unnested hda comments.
"Cow~ellt"
ANY stands for the character set containing all characters. FOLLOWED BY a is a construction that terminates the optional iteration [ANY]*, which never ends otherwise. It can be used in other lexical declarations too for avoiding ambiguities, but requires multiple access to characters and decreases the e~ciency of the scanner.
Keywords
Keywords are sampled from the set of termino~ syrabots defined during the generation of the syntactical table. Using the phra~ EXCEPT KEYWORDB in the identifier production, keywords and identifiers are distinguished. The lexic generator re~zes the hash function h as • r is the smallest power of 2 with r > s ,
• {~v are array indices describing access to keyword characters;
• ORD is a function converting a character into its binary representation; and
• gl, g~ are arrays for parametrizing the hash function.
For details, see [Ernst87] .
All these N, r, i,, gl, g2 are computed by the lexic generator and stored into the lexical table as parameters for the hash function used during lexical analysis. Appendix B contains the values computed for the keyword set of MODULA-2. By the way, all hash functions computed with this algorithm by the authors were minimal perfect hash functions. This holds for the compiler generator INDIA itself (22 keywords), MODULA-2 (40 keywords), PALM (our MODULA-2 extension, 51 keywords) and CHILL (86 keywords).
Character sets
Character sets are used in the productions of the lexic generator to allow the choice of one character from a set. It is in principle a simpliiied notation for a choice only. 
II

The generated automaton and its abstract program
The lexJc generator samples all termim~l and pseudotermiaa| symbol8 delivered by the syntax generator and builds an deterministic automaton from it. Termiaal s~mbols (except keywords) are included into the automaton as chain, pseudotermin~d symbols as partial automaton, derived from the affiliated production. Accepting any lexical item is done by using the longest chain. This technique is well known and described in [Aho77], for example.
The partial automaton for scanning the '<' symbol would be The main loop interpreting the lexical operations is a closed program part without any procedure calls (except keyword handling). The data structures inside the lexical table are optimized for this task and allow fast access to all parts of the lexical table.
The length of a term/aa] symbo/(except keywords) is restricted up to 2 characters.
It results simple automata with short chains. Termiaal symbols with the same start character decreases efficiency. For example, scanning '<' needs in MODULA-2 four operations instead of the simple lex_accept_and_return operation.
• Using character sets for transitions between states simplifies the automaton and allows shorter and faster operation sequences interpreting the automaton.
• The identifier automaton is opthnlzed depending on the keywords: Therefore, if an identifier contains at least one character not included in the character set a or 8, the check for being a keyword doesn't appear. In many progTam~ing languages it holds for all identifiers containing at least a small letter or a digit. '01234567' 
